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Abstract

Although stereotype threat – pressure to avoid confirming or being judged based on a stereotype – has been found to affect performance on an array of tasks, few studies have examined ways to alleviate the threat after it has been activated. Previous research has demonstrated several outcomes of mindfulness exercises - increased emotional regulation, increased attentional regulation, change in perspective of self, and greater resources available to devote to learning – which parallel four potential mechanisms for stereotype threat: anxiety and SNS arousal, decreased working memory capacity, mindset, and effort. The present study tested the impact of two interventions - a 10-minute meditation practice and 10-minutes spent listening to relaxation music - on female math test performance in a stereotype threat situation. Participants were asked to indicate gender and the number of math courses they had taken in order to activate the “men are better than women at math” stereotype, then listened to music or meditation instructions for 10 minutes before filling taking a 20-item test consisting of sample GRE questions. After the test, a 17 item survey was administered in order to evaluate potential mediating mechanisms. Results showed that (a) participants receiving the mindfulness intervention scored higher on the math test than participants who received no intervention after activation; and (b) participants receiving both the mindfulness and relaxation interventions were more likely than participants who received no intervention to report trying their hardest on the math test.
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Stereotype threat occurs when there is public knowledge of a stereotype about the performance of a specific group and a member of that stereotyped group either consciously or unconsciously feels pressure to avoid confirming or being judged based on the stereotype (Steele & Aronson, 1995). This pressure has been found to impair performance on intellectual tasks when the stereotype is activated (Davis, Aronson, & Salinas 2006). Research on stereotype threat suggests several mechanisms through which stereotype threat affects performance including anxiety (Bosson, Haymovitz, & Pinel, 2004) and arousal of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) (O’Brien & Crandall, 2003), decreased working memory capacity (Beilock, Rydell, & McConnell, 2007), and effort (Stone, 2002). Additionally, the success of researchers who have attempted to prevent stereotype threat by shaping participants view of intelligence before activation (e.g. Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002) suggests that this may be another potential mechanism.

Because of the recent discovery of these potential mechanisms, successful interventions which inoculate against stereotype threat are only beginning to be developed. Mindfulness exercises are a promising possibility because research suggests that contemplative practices are effective as an intervention in decreasing anxiety and dominant responses associated with SNS arousal (Hoffman, Sawyer, Witt, & Oh, 2010; Brown, Goodman, & Inzlicht, 2013), increasing working memory capacity (Jha, Stanley, Kiyonaga, Wong, & Gelfland, 2010), changing perspective of self (Hölzel et al., 2011), and increasing resources available to devote to learning (thereby increasing effort) (Blair & Diamond, 2008). The purpose of this study is to test the effectiveness of mindfulness exercises as an intervention for stereotype threat effects on math achievement among girls.
Stereotype threat

When a stereotype exists about the way members of a certain group perform on a particular task, stigmatized group members may suffer decreased performance in situations where the stereotype is activated, regardless to whether or not the individual believes the stereotype or is aware that it has been activated (Steele & Aronson, 1995). This effect, commonly referred to as stereotype threat, has been shown to affect the performance of negatively stereotyped groups including African Americans (Steele & Aronson, 1995), Latinos (Aronson & Salinas, 1997) members of low socioeconomic status (Croizet & Claire, 1998), and gay men (Bosson, et al., 2004). Additionally, several studies have found that this phenomenon is extended to members of non-stigmatized groups when faced with a stereotype about the superior performance of another group. For example, Aronson et al. (1999) found that the existence of a positive stereotype about the math ability of Asians caused white men to perform worse when they believed their performance would be compared to members of this group.

Stereotype threat has been demonstrated to affect individuals during many tasks including math exams (Spencer, Steele, & Quinn, 1999), athletic performance (Stone, Lynch, Sjomeling, & Darley, 1999), and memory tests (Levy, 1996). These effects have been observed in stages of development ranging from middle school students (Oyserman, Gant, & Ager, 1995) to the elderly (Levy, 1996).

Of particular concern in the present study are the effects of stereotype threat on women. Women earn 57% of in undergraduate degrees but only 30% in STEM fields (National Science Foundation, 2013). Despite performing at the same level as men in the classroom, women underperform in comparison on exams (Kimball, 1989). Numerous studies have concluded that women’s math test performance is negatively affected by activating the “men are better than..."
women at math” stereotype (e.g. Keller, 2002; Schmader & Johns, 2003). It has been suggested that this may cause women to “disidentify” with math in order to avoid evaluation (Spencer et al., 1999).

**Proposed mechanisms**

While the presence of stereotype threat effects on achievement has been well established (e.g. Steele & Aronson, 1995) the mechanisms leading to decreased performance have not. In the present study, we examine four potential mediating mechanisms: anxiety and SNS arousal, decreased working memory capacity, mindset, and effort.

**Anxiety and SNS arousal.** One often hypothesized mechanism is anxiety, however the findings for this relationship have been inconsistent. Steele and Aronson (1995) administered the State-Trait Anxiety Instrument (STAI) to test the hypothesis that knowing one is the potential target of a stereotype would cause anxiety, but were unable to detect any difference in anxiety levels among participants. Subsequent studies have attempted to link anxiety to stereotype threat using the STAI (Aronson et al., 1999; Schmader, 2002), word-fragment completion tests (Brown & Josephs, 1999), and self-report anxiety surveys (Stone et al., 1999), yet have failed to link increased anxiety with decreased performance.

On the other hand several studies have found support for the anxiety hypothesis. Spencer, et al. (1999) measured the amount of time participants spent on each question while taking a math test, finding that the relationship between stereotype threat and test performance was partially mediated by anxiety. Likewise, Osborne (2001) used a self-report anxiety survey to measure the relationship, finding that performance was partially mediated by anxiety among African Americans, Latinos, and women.

A related mechanism is SNS arousal. O’Brien and Crandall (2003) pointed to research
demonstrating that high arousal levels interfere with task performance in hypothesizing this relationship, arguing that the effects of arousal - increased heart rate, blood pressure, sweating, and epinephrine levels - would lead to automatic stress responses which inhibit prefrontal cortex function needed for difficult tasks, resulting in poor performance, but would enhance performance on easy tasks. The results of several studies have supported this hypothesis. Blascovich, Spencer, Quinn, and Steele (2001) found elevated blood pressure levels in African Americans under a threat condition, while the blood pressure of African Americans who were subject to a reduced threat condition was not higher than that of white participants. Vick, Seery, Blascovich, & Weisbuch (2008) showed that women under stereotype threat conditions experienced biological markers of arousal associated with a threat motivational state which impairs performance, yet elimination of the threat led to markers associated with a challenge motivational state which enhanced performance.

**Decreased working memory capacity.** Working memory capacity has also been suggested as a mechanism of stereotype threat. Quinn and Spencer (2001) attributed their finding that fewer problem solving strategies were generated by women when stereotype threat conditions were present to a decrease in cognitive resources. This hypothesis was further tested by Schmader and Johns (2003), who found that women primed for stereotype threat demonstrated lower working memory capacity than men and women in the non-threat condition. Similarly, Croizet et al., (2004) found an association between poor performance due to stereotype threat and decreased heart rate variability, a physiological indication of mental load.

Beilock et al. (2007) tested performance under stereotype threat on two types of math problems. The results showed that participants suffered impaired performance only on problems presented horizontally, which rely more heavily on working memory. Additionally, participants
continued to show stereotype threat effects in subsequent tasks which are processed in the same way. These findings supporting working memory capacity as a mechanism for stereotype threat led the researchers to propose two ways in which worry due to stereotype threat may reduce working memory. First, they point to research by Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) which suggests central executive processes are occupied by worries about performance, reducing the ability to focus attention and effort. Second, they hypothesize that worry may deplete the phonological components of working memory which are involved in thinking and inner speech.

**Mindset.** The individual’s view of their own intelligence is another potential mechanism of stereotype threat. Dweck (2000) suggests that individuals holding an “incremental” view of intelligence, believing intelligence is a malleable trait, experience less anxiety than those with an “entity” view, who believe it is a fixed trait. Aronson and his colleagues (e.g. Aronson et al., 2002; Good, Aronson, Inzlicht, 2003) have shown that stereotype threat can be reduced by encouraging members of stereotyped groups to view intelligence as malleable. Good et al. (2003) analyzed test scores on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) test after assigned mentors to teach junior high school students one of four messages. While female students in the control condition, who received an anti-drug message, performed worse than male students, this gap disappeared when students were taught about the expandable nature of intelligence.

**Effort.** Stereotype threat may also be mediated by the effort of the threatened individual. Steele and Aronson (1995) found that participants in the threat condition took longer to answer exam questions and answered fewer questions than participants in control conditions. Similarly, Stone (2002) found that activating a stereotype about poor athletic ability in whites caused participants to self-handicap by reducing effort in order to provide an alternative explanation for
underperformance. However, studies using both self-report and behavioral measures have failed to find support for reduced effort as a mediator (Smith, 2004).

**Summary of mechanisms.** Previous research suggests four ways in which stereotype threat could potentially effect math test performance. First, an individual may experience anxiety and SNS arousal, leading to automatic stress responses which inhibit prefrontal cortex function needed for difficult tasks. Next, worry may occupy working memory capacity, reducing the individual’s ability to focus attention and effort. Alternatively, a fixed intelligence mindset may cause the individual to believe in the accuracy of the stereotype. Finally, each of these factors may contribute to reduced effort.

**Mindfulness**

One potential way to decrease ST is mindfulness (Roeser & Pinela, 2014). In recent years, an increasing amount of research has been devoted to understanding what mindfulness is and how it works (Shapiro, Carlson, Astin, & Freedman, 2005). Though its roots are in Buddhist contemplative practices and philosophy, mindfulness shares ideas with other traditions including ancient Greek philosophy; phenomenology, existentialism, and naturalism in later Western European thought; and transcendentalism and humanism in America (Brown, Ryan, & Creswell, 2007). Within psychological literature, mindfulness has been defined in several ways. The definition most commonly relied upon is that mindfulness is “the awareness that emerges through paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present moment, and non-judgmentally” (Kabat-Zinn, 1994).

**Outcomes**

Increased emotion regulation, increased attention regulation, change in perspective of self, and greater resources available to devote to learning have been suggested as positive
outcomes of mindfulness (Hölzel, et al. 2011; Langer & Moldoveanu, 2000; Blair & Diamond, 2008). These findings suggest several ways in which mindfulness may reduce the effect of stereotype threat.

**Increased emotion regulation.** Emotions are improperly regulated when individuals avoid or become preoccupied with them (Hayes & Feldman, 2004), both of which have been associated with negative physical and psychological health (Salovey, Rothman, Detweiler, & Steward, 2002; Segerstrom, Stanton, Alden, & Shortridge, 2003). Emotion regulation allows an individual to influence the emotions we have, when we have them, and one’s experience and expression of them (Gross, 1998). The model suggested by Hölzel, et al. (2011) suggests two ways in which mindfulness enables emotion regulation: reappraisal and extinction.

Garland, Gaylord, & Fredrickson (2011) suggest that positive reappraisal – “the adaptive process through which stressful events are re-construed as benign, beneficial, and/or meaningful” – is a cognitive coping strategy facilitated by mindfulness. This key process is often referred to in mindfulness literature as repercieving (Shapiro et al., 2006) or reconsolidation (Vago & Silbersweig, 2012), and in psychological literature as psychological distance (Trope & Liberman, 2010).

When a conditioned stimulus is repeatedly presented without the corresponding unconditioned stimulus, extinction of the conditioned response occurs (Lovibond, Davis, & O'Flaherty 2000). Meditators allow themselves to be affected by experiences by turning toward them rather than away (Santorelli, 2000), thereby allowing extinction to occur. Mindfulness has been shown to increase activation (Lazar et al., 2000) and produce long term structural changes in areas of the brain associated with extinction (Hölzel et al., 2008).

**Increased attention regulation.** It could be that mindfulness helps stereotyped group
members to become aware of and regulate ST effects. Focused attention meditation involves placing attention on a single object and returning it to this object each time the attention wanders (Hölzel et al., 2011) and has been shown to enhance attention regulation in experienced meditators (Valentine & Sweet, 1999; Jha, Krompinger, & Baime, 2007). Hölzel et al. (2007) used fMRI to compare experienced meditators to control groups and found greater activation among the meditators of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), which regulates executive attention (van Veer & Carter, 2002). Additionally, meditation has been found to produce long term changes in the ACC. Grant, Courtemanche, Duerden, Duncan, & Rainville (2010) found greater cortical thickness in the dorsal ACC of experienced meditators, while Tang et al. (2010) found an increase in white matter after 11 hours of meditation.

Change in perspective of self. According to Langer (1992), mindfulness is a “state of openness to novelty in which the individual actively constructs categories and distinctions.” Teachings within the Buddhist tradition emphasize that the perception of the self is an ongoing process (Hölzel et al., 2011). According to these teachings, psychological distress results when one views self as a permanent and unchanging thing (Olendzki, 2010), and change in perspective of self is a key to discovering enduring happiness (Hölzel et al., 2011). By entering a state of mindfulness, individuals can escape rigid mindsets in order to become sensitive to context and perspective when processing information. Several studies of mindfulness have documented changes in self-report scores of self-concept (e.g. Emavardhana & Tori, 1997; Haimerl & Valentine, 2001) as well as changes in self-referential processing within the brain (Farb et al., 2007).

Greater resources available to devote to learning. Self-regulation refers to “the self-directive process by which learners transform their mental abilities into academic skills”
(Zimmerman, 2002). This ability has often been associated with executive functioning (EF), a set of cognitive processes including working memory, inhibitory control of automatic responses, and mental flexibility (Blair & Diamond, 2008). Researchers have found correlations between mindfulness exercises and increases in EF leading to increased working memory capacity (Chambers, Lo, & Allen, 2008), decreases in anxiety and automatic processing (Napoli, Krech, & Holley, 2005; Moore, & Malinowski, 2009), and mental set shifting (Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howerter, 2000). One benefit of increased self-regulation and EF is that the individual has greater resources available to devote to learning. Individuals who successfully self-regulate tend to believe they are more capable, which leads to greater effort to learn (Blair & Diamond, 2008).

**Linking mindfulness and stereotype threat**

We proposed four mechanisms - anxiety and SNS arousal, decreased working memory capacity, mindset, and effort – by which mindfulness could potentially help to reduce the negative impact of SA on test performance. Previous research has demonstrated that mindfulness practices can be effective in producing positive outcomes in each of these areas. Therefore, we hypothesize that mindfulness practice will allow stereotype threatened individuals to regulate anxiety and SNS arousal (increased emotion regulation), focus on the math test (increased attention regulation), view their own intelligence as malleable (change in perspective of self), and increase their effort on the test (greater resources available to devote to learning), thereby decreasing or eliminating the effect of stereotype activation on test performance and resulting in normal performance.

**Prior research**

To this point, only one study has attempted to test mindfulness as an intervention to
stereotype threat. Weger, Hooper, Meier, and Hopthrow (2011) found a reduced impact of stereotype threat in mindfulness condition \( F(1,67) = 4.39, p = .04, \eta^2 = .061 \). While these results are encouraging, the proposed study will extend this line of research in two important ways. In the previous study participants were told they were taking part in a test to explore “why males are better than females in maths”. While stereotype threat can be primed in an overt manner such as this, research has shown the threat can also be activated in through subconscious priming (e.g. Steele & Aronson, 1995). Stone and McWhinnie (2008) have suggested that stereotype threat primed implicitly may operate differently than when primed explicitly, therefore the use of an implicit prime will allow us to explore the use of a mindfulness intervention in a situation that more closely parallels the manner in which stereotype threat occurs in real-world situations. Second, the previous study found a small effect size for the interaction between mindfulness and stereotype threat. We believe a breath-focused meditation may produce a greater range of outcomes than the “raisin task” used in the previous study, and thus hypothesize that the use of a breath-focused meditation will result in a larger effect.

**Methods**

**Sample**

The study sample included 35 university students, ages 18-31. The sample was ethnically diverse, composed of 61% Caucasian, 21% Asian, 11% Hispanic/Latino, 4% Native American, 4% declined to answer. Male participants were recruited to allow us to include “mixed gender” groups in the testing situation and thereby enhance our stereotype threat manipulation around gender and math performance. However, because we were only looking at differences in female performance between the 4 conditions, data from male participants was not analyzed, resulting in a sample of 28 female students.
Design

This was a female-only, randomized experiment with 4 conditions. Group 1, the baseline condition against which we compared the other conditions was the Stereotype Activation (SA) Alone condition (n=5). The math performance and related psychological processes of females in this group were compared to females in the three other conditions of the study, including Group 2 – No Stereotype Activation (n=6), Group 3 – SA + Relaxation (n=10), and Group 4 – SA + Mindfulness Meditation (n=7). The independent variable was the randomly assigned condition. The dependent variable was math achievement and the potential mechanisms examined included participant mood, metacognitive awareness, mindset, and effort on math assessment.

Experimental Procedure

Participants were initially recruited from an undergraduate psychology course and given course credit for their participation. Alternatively, students who did not wish to participate in the study were offered the opportunity to earn credit by writing a 2-page reflection paper. A second group of participants were recruited using an email announcement offering entry into a raffle for a $100 gift card in exchange for participation.

After agreeing to participate in the study, subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions. Data collection took place in computer lab sessions. Upon arrival at the lab, participants were seated at a computer and asked to follow on-screen instructions. After giving consent to participate in the research, participants were asked to fill out demographic information. In the SA conditions (SA Alone, SA + Mindfulness Meditation, and SA + Relaxation) this survey included questions about the gender of the participant and number of math courses taken in order to activate a stereotype concerning female ability in math. After
completing the survey participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA + Relaxation conditions were asked to put on headphones and follow the instructions within the audio file before taking the test, then played an mp3 through containing either meditation instructions or music. Participants were then given the math test followed by the post-test engagement survey before being debriefed. In order to conceal the true nature of the experiment, the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA + Relaxation conditions were tested separately from the SA Alone and No SA conditions because these conditions required headphones and silent listening whereas the others did not.

**Experimental Manipulations**

In each of the three SA conditions, we activated the stereotype by asking participants to indicate their gender and the number of math courses they have taken in college. After activation, Participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA + Relaxation conditions received on-screen instructions to put on headphones and listen to an audio file embedded into the survey. Participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation condition received a 10 minute mp3 file containing instructions for a breath meditation. Participants in the SA + Relaxation condition received a 10 minute mp3 file containing instrumental music. Participants in the SA Only condition received no additional manipulation before beginning the test.

**Measures**

Three sets of measures were assessed. Math achievement was measured with a 20 item test containing sample GRE questions (e.g. *How many real roots does the polynomial 2x5 + 8x - 7 have?*, see Appendix A for math items). This type of measure is consistent with those used in previous stereotype threat research (e.g. Steele & Aronson, 1995; Spencer et al., 1999; Schmader & Johns, 2003; Jamieson, & Harkins, 2009). The Math Achievement variable was computed by
adding the total number of right answers and dividing the result by the total number of questions (M = 29.46, SD = 12.57).

A 17 item survey was administered immediately after students took the math achievement test (see Appendix B for post-test survey). This survey included 10-point Likert scale measures (e.g., How would you rate your energy level during the test?, 1=low, 5=moderate, 10=high) of 4 potential mechanisms: Pleasantness and energy level - two dimensions of mood to derive emotional experience following the math achievement test (derived from Feldman Barrett & Russell, 1998), metacognitive awareness (O’Neil & Abedi, 1996), mindset - a measure of the participants view of the nature of intelligence (Dweck, 2000), and effort expended during the test (Lau & Roeser, 2002).

Results

The primary goal of this research was to investigate the impact of a mindfulness exercise on performance in stereotype threat situations. Our first research question examined whether SA led to decreased female achievement in math compared to no SA; and our second research question examined whether completing a mindfulness exercise or listening to relaxation music would reduce the effects of SA. To address both questions, a one-way analysis of variance with post-hoc comparisons was done.

The effects of condition on performance were evaluated with a one-way (math achievement x condition) ANOVA. Group Means, Standard Deviations, and F – values are presented in Table 1. The ANOVA results indicated a significant main effect for condition, $F(3,24) = 5.133, p<.01$. Post-hoc analyses were used to ascertain the specific group differences contributing to the overall group effect. To conserve degrees of freedom and therefore, the power to detect between sub-group differences in this small sample, Dunnett’s post-hoc tests
were used in which each group was compared to SA Alone – the baseline condition in this study.

Table 1

| Performance and Potential Mechanism Group Means, Standard Deviations, and F - values |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| Stereotype Activation Only      | No Stereotype Activation        | Stereotype Activation + Relaxation | Stereotype Activation + Mindfulness | F - value        |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| Math Achievement                | .24a                            | .22a              | .28a              | .42b              | 5.10              |
|                                 | (6.52)                          | (12.91)           | (9.78)            | (11.13)           |                   |
| Mood - Pleasantness             | 4.60a                           | 5.33a             | 5.50a             | 5.57a             | 0.19              |
|                                 | (1.95)                          | (2.88)            | (2.32)            | (2.37)            |                   |
| Mood – Energy                   | 4.50a                           | 4.00a             | 4.60a             | 5.14a             | 0.29              |
|                                 | (3.11)                          | (1.55)            | (1.84)            | (2.67)            |                   |
| Metacognitive Awareness         | 2.68a                           | 2.73a             | 3.10a             | 3.48a             | 2.21              |
|                                 | (0.57)                          | (0.68)            | (0.58)            | (0.59)            |                   |
| Motivational Mindset            | 2.00a                           | 2.08a             | 2.00a             | 1.64a             | 0.36              |
|                                 | (0.82)                          | (0.97)            | (0.85)            | (0.75)            |                   |
| Effort During Math Tests        | 5.00a                           | 5.83a             | 7.50b             | 7.86b             | 3.20              |
|                                 | (2.12)                          | (2.48)            | (1.65)            | (1.46)            |                   |

Hypothesis 1 was that participants in the SA Alone condition would suffer decreased performance in comparison to participants in the No SA condition. Dunnet’s post-hoc comparisons did not find significant differences between the SA Only and the No SA conditions.

Hypothesis 2 was that mindfulness after SA would improve performance in comparison to SA alone. As predicted, Dunnet’s post-hoc comparisons showed that participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation condition scored higher ($M = .42$) on the math test than participants in the SA Alone ($M = .24$) condition.

Hypothesis 3 was that relaxation after SA would improve performance in comparison to SA alone. Dunnet’s post-hoc comparisons did not find significant differences between SA + Relaxation and the SA Only conditions.

The second goal of this research was to identify potential mediating mechanisms of
stereotype threat effects on performance which differ by condition. Hypothesis 4 was that condition might be associated with the mood of the participants. We expected that participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation condition would report higher levels of pleasantness and energy following the math test than participants in the SA + Relaxation and SA Alone conditions. The results of a one-way ANOVA showed that the effect for group on pleasantness was non-significant, $F(3,24) = .19, p = .90$. The results of a one-way ANOVA for energy level by group was also non-significant, $F(3,24) = .29, p = .84$. In addition, we asked participants to choose one word to describe their mood during the test. These words were coded as either positive, neutral, or negative using items from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). Results of a Chi-square test showed no significant relationship between condition and the words used to describe the participants’ mood $\chi^2(6, N = 28) = 4.65, p = .59$.

Hypothesis 5 was that condition might also be associated with greater metacognitive awareness of the participants. We expected that participants in the Mindfulness Meditation condition would report a greater level of metacognitive awareness following the math test than participants in the SA + Relaxation and SA Alone conditions. The results of a one-way ANOVA showed that the effect for group on metacognitive awareness was non-significant, $F(3,23) = 2.21, p = .11$.

Hypothesis 6 was that condition might also be associated with the intelligence mindset of the participants. We expected that participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA + Relaxation conditions would be more likely to report a growth intelligence mindset than participants in the SA Only condition. The results of a one-way ANOVA showed that the effect for group on mindset was non-significant, $F(3,23) = .36, p = .78$. 

Hypothesis 7 was that condition might also be associated with the effort of the participants. We expected that participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA + Relaxation conditions would be more likely than participants in the SA Only condition to report trying their best on the math test. The results of a one-way ANOVA (effort x condition) showed a significant main effect for condition, $F(3,24) = 3.20, p = .04$. As predicted, Dunnet’s post-hoc comparisons showed that participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation ($M = 7.86, p = .02$) and SA + Relaxation ($M = 7.50, p = .03$) conditions reported greater effort on the test (indicative of more psychological resources) than participants in the SA Alone ($M = 5.00$) condition.

**Discussion**

While the negative effects of an activated stereotype on the performance of stereotyped group members have been well established, few researchers have sought to identify ways to alleviate these effects after activation. The primary purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness of mindfulness and relaxation exercises as an intervention for stereotype threat effects. We predicted that following activation with a 10 minute mindfulness exercise, four outcomes of mindfulness - improved mood, metacognitive awareness, growth intelligence mindset, and effort during the exam - would reduce or extinguish the effects of an activated stereotype. The significant effect of condition on math achievement provides preliminary evidence for our hypothesis that this intervention would reduce the performance-undermining effects of an activated stereotype. This finding is important for two key reasons.

First, it supports the idea that the effects of stereotype threat can be alleviated once the threat has occurred. A majority of prior research on stereotype threat interventions has focused on shaping participants view of intelligence before the threat is primed (e.g. Aronson et al., 2002; Good, Aronson, & Inzlicht, 2003). Our finding is consistent with the research of Ambady, Paik,
Steele, Owen-Smith, & Mitchell (2004), who found that an individuation task requiring female participants to answer questions about themselves allowed themselves to disassociate themselves with female stereotypes after activation.

A second important implication of this finding is the idea that a single, brief mindfulness exercise can be effective as an intervention. The most commonly cited mindfulness interventions such as mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) (Davidson et al., 2003) and mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) (Kaviani, Javaheri, & Hatami, 2011) are 8 week programs with normal sessions ranging from 2-2.5 hours (Baer, 2003). While a few shorter interventions have been found effective (e.g. Mackenzie, Poulin, & Seidman-Carlson, 2006; Winzelberg & Luskin, 1999; Tang et al., 2010) these interventions range from 3-4 hours and are significantly longer than the 10-minute meditation used in the present study. The significant difference detected between the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA only conditions provides further support for Weger et al. (2012), who found a 5-minute mindfulness exercise to be effective.

Another important finding of this study is the relationship between stereotype threat and effort. Our hypothesis that the performance-undermining effects of an activated stereotype would be mediated by the effort of the participants was supported by the significant effect of effort on math achievement. While both the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA + Relaxation conditions reported greater effort, only participants in the SA + Mindfulness Meditation condition performed better on the math test. These findings suggest that both interventions had calming effects which allowed the individual to cope with the threat situation, but that participants in the mindfulness condition also received some additional cognitive benefit. While we were unsuccessful in detecting the effects of the other proposed mechanisms, we suspect that that one or more of these factors may have contributed to the performance effects of the
mindfulness intervention by allowing the individuals to allocate additional resources to the test rather than focusing on the threat. In particular, the near-significant effect of metacognitive awareness may be an indication of its contribution to the mindfulness intervention’s positive effect on performance.

Although the results of this study have important implications, it is important to note the limitations of our findings. This study was limited by its relatively small sample size. In particular, we suspect this may be the reason we failed detect significant differences in achievement between the No SA and SA only conditions. Given the numerous studies which have established stereotype threat among females when they believe their math achievement will be compared to males (e.g. Spencer et al., 1999; Keller, 2002) and the significant difference detected between the SA + Mindfulness Meditation and SA only conditions, we suspect that stereotype threat was in fact invoked and the mindfulness intervention was successful.

This study may also be limited by the measures used. Sample GRE questions have been established as a measure of performance in a stereotype threat situation through their use in many previous studies (e.g. Steele & Aronson, 1995). However, mean test scores in this study ($M=.29$) were significantly lower than in previous research (e.g. Schmader & Johns, 2003, $M=.49$ in threat condition). Although this might be a reflection of the small sample size, it may also be possible that the questions selected were more difficult than those used in previous research. Another possible explanation is that we may not have masked the purpose of the study well enough, and therefore participants lacked the motivation to take seriously the math items resulting in low scores. In order to avoid this uncertainty, future researchers should seek to assess the difficulty of math performance measures before they are adopted.

The self-report items used to assess potential mechanisms were adopted from previous
research unrelated to stereotype threat, and may not be accurate measures of stereotype threat mechanisms. Future research should seek to use more established measures such as real-time physiological measures for anxiety and SNS arousal (e.g. blood pressure, perspiration) and working memory (e.g. eye tracking, EEG), a six item intelligence mindset instrument consistent with previous research (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007), and behavioral measures of effort (e.g. time spent on math test).

While the majority of stereotype threat researchers have tested participants individually, a few studies (e.g. Croizet & Claire, 1998) have tested participants in groups. Because testing in a mixed-gender group can make an individual’s identity and related stereotypes more salient (Good et al., 2003), we chose this method in order to more accurately simulate the way stereotypes are activated in real-world situations.

Additionally, stereotype threat has been demonstrated to affect various groups in many different contexts. The present study focused solely on performance of female college students in order to eliminate possible confounds. While we suspect that these results would generalize to other threat situations, we cannot assume that this is the case. Future research should test a mindfulness intervention in threat situations affecting populations other than female college students and involving tasks other than test performance.
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Appendix A
Math Achievement Test

PQRS is a parallelogram and ST = TR. What is the ratio of the area of triangle QST to the area of the parallelogram?

- $1 : 2$
- $1 : 3$
- $1 : 4$
- $1 : 5$
- It cannot be determined

$x$ is 3 less than $y$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x + 5$</th>
<th>$y + 2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The quantity on the left is greater
- The quantity on the right is greater
- Both are equal
- The relationship cannot be determined without further information

In a certain game of 50 questions, the final score is calculated by subtracting twice the number of wrong answers from the total number of correct answers. If a player attempted all questions and received a final score of 35, how many wrong answers did he give?

Let $k$ be the number of real solutions of the equation $e^x + x - 2 = 0$ in the interval [0, 1], and let $n$ be the number of real solutions that are not in [0, 1]. Which of the following is true?

- $k = 0$ and $n = 1$
- $k = 1$ and $n = 0$
- $k = n = 1$
- $k > 1$
- $n > 1$
In the above sequence every term after the first is formed by multiplying by $x$ and then adding $y$, where $x$ and $y$ are positive integers. What is the value of $x + y$?

The average (arithmetic mean) of four numbers is 36

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The sum of the same four numbers</th>
<th>140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- The quantity on the left is greater
- The quantity on the right is greater
- Both are equal
- The relationship cannot be determined without further information

Considering the positions on the number line above, which of the following could be a value for $x$?
Select ALL such values.

- $\frac{5}{3}$
- $\frac{3}{5}$
- $\frac{-2}{5}$
- $\frac{-3}{4}$
- $\frac{-5}{2}$

A fair coin is tossed three times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The chances of getting 3 heads</th>
<th>The chances of getting no heads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- The quantity on the left is greater
- The quantity on the right is greater
- Both are equal
- The relationship cannot be determined without further information
What positive value for $k$ would make the following the equations of a pair of parallel lines on the same coordinate axes?

$y = kx - 2$ and $ky = 9x - 7$

How many real roots does the polynomial $2x^5 + 8x - 7$ have?

- None
- One
- Two
- Three
- Five

AB is parallel to ED
BCE and ACD are line segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>length of BC</th>
<th>Length of CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The quantity on the left is greater
- The quantity on the right is greater
- Both are equal
- The relationship cannot be determined without further information

How many different 3-symbol arrangements of the symbols above are possible if the symbol $\Box$ must be in the last position, and the symbol ♠ can be used in only one arrangement. The other symbols can be used more than once in an arrangement.
\[2^{30} + 2^{30} + 2^{30} + 2^{30} = \]

- \(8^{120}\)
- \(8^{30}\)
- \(2^{32}\)
- \(2^{26}\)
- \(2^{30}\)

In the figure above, \(AD = AC = CB\).
If the value of \(y\) is 28, what is the value of \(x\)?

\[JL = KM\]

(figure not to scale)

(figure not to scale)

The quantity on the left is greater
- The quantity on the right is greater
- Both are equal
- The relationship cannot be determined without further information
Family 1 comprising mother, father and son are to be seated at a table with family 2 comprising mother, father and daughter. The layout of the table is shown in the diagram. F represents one of the fathers and M represents one of the mothers. X represents any family member. If a male family member must sit opposite a female of the other family, how many different seating plans are possible?

What is the units digit in the standard decimal expansion of the number $7^{25}$?

- 1
- 3
- 5
- 7
- 9

The graph shows the sales figures for a certain company in five consecutive years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage increase in sales from 1989 to 1991</th>
<th>Percentage fall in sales from 1991 to 1993</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ The quantity on the left is greater</td>
<td>☐ The quantity on the right is greater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ The quantity on the left is greater</td>
<td>☐ Both are equal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ The relationship cannot be determined</td>
<td>☐ The relationship cannot be determined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that the sum of the odd integers from 1 to 99 inclusive is 2500, what is the sum of the even
integers from 2 to 100 inclusive?

A straight fence is to be constructed from posts 6 inches wide and separated by lengths of chain 5 feet long. If a certain fence begins and ends with a post, which of the following could be the length of the fence in feet? (12 inches = 1 foot).

Indicate ALL such answers.

☐ 17
☐ 28
☐ 35
☐ 39
☐ 50
### Appendix B

#### Post-test Survey

1. **On a scale from 0 to 10, how hard would you say you tried on this test?**
   
   (please circle one number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t really try at all</td>
<td>I tried somewhat</td>
<td>I tried my hardest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **On a scale from 0 to 10, how would you rate your mood during the test?**
   
   (please circle one number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **If you had to use one word to describe your mood during the testing portion of the session, what would that work be?**

   (please write in your word)

   ______________________________________________________

4. **Of the four words below, which one of these words is closest to the word you wrote in above to describe your mood during the test?** (please check only one)

   _____ Unhappy     _____ Happy
   _____ Upset       _____ Content

5. **On a scale from 0 to 10, how would you rate your energy level during the test?**

   (please circle one number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Energy</td>
<td>Moderate Energy</td>
<td>High Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **If you had to use one word to describe your energy level the testing portion of the session, what would that work be?**

   (please write in your word)

   ______________________________________________________

5. **Of the four words below, which one of these words is closest to the word you wrote in above to describe your energy level during the test?** (please check only one)

   _____ Tired     _____ Alert
   _____ Relaxed   _____ Nervous
Read each statement and circle the number that best describes how you were thinking during the test. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any one statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>During the test I just took:</th>
<th>not at all true</th>
<th>somewhat true</th>
<th>moderately true</th>
<th>very much true</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I asked myself how the test questions related to what I already knew.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I tried to determine what the test required.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I was aware of my ongoing thinking processes.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I used multiple thinking techniques or strategies to solve the test questions.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I checked my accuracy as I progressed through the test.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I tried to understand the test questions before I attempted to solve them.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### During the test I just took:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>During the test I just took:</th>
<th>Not At All</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very Well</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How well do test questions like these let you demonstrate your knowledge of math?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. When you take a multiple-choice test like this in math, how confident are you that you can correctly answer the questions and do well on the test?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Feedback on How You Did:

3. If we gave you feedback on how you did on this math test, which type of information would you prefer? (Please check only one)

_____ Feedback on the kinds of math knowledge and concepts you demonstrated mastery of on this test;

OR

_____ Feedback on how your test performance compared to other males and females of your age.

Remember, give the answer which seems to best describe how you were thinking during the test. You can also check the last column, “not sure” (NS)

Below are some pairs of sentences. In the left hand column, read each pair and choose the one sentence that is most true for you. Then, in the right hand column, circle how true that sentence is for you using the scale that is given.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How well I do on math tests depends on how much math ability I was born with really.</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Sort Of Agree</td>
<td>Sort Of Disagree</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I can’t change how smart I am in math really.</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Sort Of Agree</td>
<td>Sort Of Disagree</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Please check the sentence of the pair that is most true for you:</strong></td>
<td>3. Next, say how true the sentence you chose is for you? (please circle one)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>______ Usually think I’m intelligent in math</td>
<td>very true for me</td>
<td>true for me</td>
<td>sort of true for me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>______ I sometimes wonder if I’m intelligent in math</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Please check the sentence of the pair that is most true for you:</strong></td>
<td>5. Next, say how true the sentence you chose is for you? (please circle one)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>______ I’m not very confident about my ability in math</td>
<td>very true for me</td>
<td>true for me</td>
<td>sort of true for me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>______ I feel pretty confident about my ability in math</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please read each statement below and then circle the number that shows how much you agree or disagree with the statement.